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The only doubly periodic solution f of Laplace's equation

d2u     d2u

d~x>+dy'Ï+7O--0

is u = c, where c is a constant. For if u be such a solution, and v the conju-

gate potential to u, then u + iv would be a complex analytic function which has

a value under a fixed finite limit for all values of x, y. But, as is well known,

such a function is necessarily a constant.

It is the object of this paper to investigate, by the use of methods analogous

to those of the potential theory, the doubly periodic solutions of Poisson's equa-

tion,

d2u     d2u

(i) w + ëyï^f^.y),

where f(x, y) is continuous and periodic in x and in y with the periods a and

b respectively. $ A " doubly periodic Green's function," G, will be formed

from known functions, and the desired solution of (1) found by quadrature from

G and f.

* Presented to the Society December 29, 1904.    Received for publication November 26, 1904.

t A function u will be called a solution of the differential equation within a region a, provided

that « satisfies the differential equation at every point within ß. This definition requires the

existence of the second derivatives of u at every point in ß, and therefore the continuity of the

first derivatives. By a doubly periodic solution we shall mean a doubly periodic function which

is a solution of the equation in the period rectangle, and therefore in the entire plane. Such a

function, in particular, has a value less than a fixed finite number for all values of x, y.

X In a recent article (Journal de Mathématiques, ser. 5, vol. 10 (1904), p. 445) I

have considered by a different method the existence of periodic solutions of the equation

d2u      d2u  .... , ,. ,

cA + cA + *A(*,y)*=f{*.y)

where A is a parameter.
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§1. A doubly periodic Green's function and its law of reciprocity.

Let 9? denote the real part of the term before which it is written, and con-

sider the function

^ log    rî-Z\ > z = x + iy,C=C + in,y = a + iß,
<T(Z — 7)

where a (z) is the Sigma function of Weierstrass, formed with the periods

a,ib; and £, 7 are two points in the interior of the period rectangle Í1 bounded

by the lines x=0,y=a,x=0,y=b. This function is a solution of

Laplace's equation within ii, except at the points (%,v) and (a, ß), and has

the form

lo   _1_1_
°g Ax-^f+(y-vf    °gV(x-ay + TjT-ß7 + 9'

where g is a solution of Laplace's equation throughout ii.

Since for any integers m, n, the function cr obeys the law

ct(z + ma + inb) = ( — l)™»+»'+Vn'"+B''3)(2z+'n',+<n»)o-(a),

where vx, y3 are certain complex constants. * we have

(2)       * log ^±fna + inb-^) |    '_^) = ^2   (f _    )
v ct(z + ma + mb — y) 0a(z — y) lv '

-nK2n3(Ç-y).

Define a real function V by the equation

V(x,y,^n,a,ß)=mog^^) + X-^2nx(K-y) + l%2rl3(K-y).

Since the last two terms are linear in x and y, V has the form

V(x, y,%,n,a,ß) = log —7--=v2 _ loS   /,-\2 ,—/-a\t
V(x-Çy+(y-vf Y(x-a)2+(y-ß)2

+ S(x, y, £, v, a, ß),

where S is a known solution of

d*S    &S_
dx2 + dy2 -

within il. Furthermore V is doubly periodic in x, y with the periods a , b,

since from ( 2 ) the equation results :

*See e. ¡7., Burkhardt, Elliptische Functionen, p. 53.
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a ( z + ma + inb — £ )
V(x + ma, y + nb, f, v, a, ß) = 9î log —)—---—r-r-;

v * * ' ° a(z + ma + mb — y)

+ ^X2Vx(Ç-y)+^X2V3(Ç-y)

= V(x, y, |, 7i, a, $)*.

We shall call the function

G(x,y,Ç,i),a, ß) = V(x, y, £, t?, a, ß) — S(a, ß, £, -n, a, ß)

the doubly periodic Green's function for the periods a, 6.     This function has

the following characteristics :

1°. Except at (f, 77) and (a, ß), G is, within iî, a solution of the equation

d-tj     d2G

dx2 + d2y -    ■

2°.  G has the form

*=loV(x^rrW^

where B is a known function, which, with respect to the variables x, y, is a

solution of Laplace's equation within il, and which satisfies for all values of

f, v iu (I, the equation
B(a,ß,C,V,a,ß)=0.

3°.   G is doubly periodic in x, y with the periods a, b.

The functions G and B obey the following laws of reciprocity :

G(x,y, £, 7?, a, ß) + log — -= = G(%, t?,x, y,a, ß)
V(x-ay + (y — ßy

1

+ log
V(Ç - a)2+(v - ßf

P(x, y, I, 7?, a, /3) = i?(£, 77, x, y, a, /S).

In the same manner may be formed a doubly periodic function

V {x,y,Sx,Vi,--An,rin)= S e¡ log /(* — f¡)2 + (y — ?<)' + S(*, y, fu 9,, ■••, f», <7»)

with any number of logarithmic singularities, where S is a solution of Laplace's equation in ß

with respect to the variables x, y, provided that <•, + c¡ + • ■ • + en = 0.
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To prove these laws apply Green's theorem,

j J ( vAu - uAv )dxdy = J  (v-^ — u ^ J ds,

where n is the outward drawn normal, to the region il' formed by excluding

from il the circles c(f, 77), c(£', n' ), c(a, ß) of radius r about the points

(£, n), (£', n'), (a, ß) respectively, and choose

u= 6r(x, y, £, n, a, ß),        v= G(x, y, £', n', a, ß).

Since u and v are, within il', solutions of Laplace's equation the double inte-

gral over il' is zero. Furthermore, since u and v are doubly periodic in x, y,

each assumes equal values at opposite points of the bounding lines of the rect-

angle il, while at these points the normal derivative of each assumes values

numerically equal but opposite in sign. Therefore the line integral over the

sides of the rectangle SI is zero, and we have, replacing ds by rdO,

I       -G(x,y, f ', i}', a, ß)rd6—  I - G(x, y, £, n, a, ß)rdd

+  f       -{G(x,y,C,v,a,ß)-G(x,y,C',v',«,ß}rde + h = 0,
Jc(.a,ß)r

where
lim h = 0.

But

G(x,y, f, v, a, ß)— G(x, y, Ç',v', «, ß) =

_1_1_
l0g V(x^lf-r(y-7f ~ l0g V (x~-^')2+(y-v'f

+ R(x, y, £, T], a, ß) — R(x, y, £', v', a, ß),

and
R(a, ß, f, n, a, ß)=0,        R(a, ß, %', r,', a, ß) = 0.

We obtain therefore in the limit r = 0, by well known methods,

G(Ç,v, ?,r,',«,ß)-G(l;',r)',1;,n,a,ß)

+ log Vx^WTW^Tf ~log v(«-s>y+(ß-v'y = ° '

or writing x, y for £ ', f,

G(x, y, f, „, a, ß) + Hv,,x_ayt + ,y_ßf

= G{S, v, *, y, a, ß) + log l/,ç_af+{n^.
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which is the law of reciprocity for G.    If we replace G in this equation by its

expression from 2° we have immediately,

■Ä(x, y,%,ri,a, ß) = B(%,-n,x,y,a, ß).

Thus B is symmetrical with respect to x, y and £, v and is therefore a solution

of

within Í!.

d2B    52B_

~dif +    07?   ~

§ 2.  The doubly periodic solutions of

.„. d2u      d2u

(1) M + df~A<e,U)'

Suppose a doubly periodic solution u of equation (1) exists, for the periods

a, b, where f is continuous and doubly periodic with the same periods. If a

second solution of the same nature existed, the difference of the two would be a

doubly periodic solution of Laplace's equation, and therefore a constant. It

follows that a doubly periodic solution of (1) for the periods a, 6 is uniquely

determined if its value at a fixed point is given.

Apply Green's theorem to the period rectangle il, choosing for u a doubly

periodic solution of ( 1 ) and taking v = 1. Since the integral over the boun-

dary vanishes, the following equation results:

na r>b   r*a
Audxdy=j    I   f(x,y)dxdy=0.

Jo   do

This equation is a necessary condition for the existence of a doubly periodic

solution of (1).     We shall now show that it is also sufficient.    Consider the

function
1    /•» /»« /

»t(f, ri)=—-t)_-\ G(x,y,£,r),a, ß)f(x,y)dxdy
""«/o Jo

1   r" f" 1
= - o¡r lo8' /t       t,.—;-t. ./'( * » y )dx dlJ

¿■KJoJo       V(x-Ç)- + (y-vY

l   rb f"                   1
+ ôz:        log ,,, -,-^r. /( *. y)d*dy

¿■KJoJo V(x — af+ (y — ß)-

- o+        I    B(x,y, £,7), a, ß)d.vdy.
ínT Jo Jo

Since

o-B     c2B     n
^r+   -T-T =» 0 ,
Cf- (TI"
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we see at once, from the potential theory, that n(f, v) is a solution of

d2u     d2u

"éë + äp=/(*'*)•

Furthermore, putting f = a, n = ß we have

u(a,ß)=0,

since

R(x,y,a,ß,a,ß) = R(a,ß,x,y,a,ß) = 0.

From the law of reciprocity for 6? we have

G(x, y, Ç+ma, n+ nb) — G(x, y, f, 77, a, ß)

= log -tt>-T" ^^ rr~ .   i     or, - los
/(£ + W2a - «)2 + (77 + n6 - /S)2        6 »/( f _ a)2 + (v - ß)2 '

and therefore

w(f + ma, 77 -)- n&) — w(f, 77)

1   , I d-«)2+(77-/3)^        >f ^        w   ,

Therefore, if

f(x, y)dxdy=0,

the function u possesses the periods a, b.    We have therefore proved the

theorems :

The necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a doubly periodic

solution (periods a, b) of the equation

d2u     d2u       „.

(i) m+d?-f(***)>

inhere fis a continuous doubly periodic function with the periods a, b, is that

f satisfy the equation

f(x,y) dxdy = 0.

If this condition is satisfied, then the doubly periodic solution of (1). with

periods a, b, which assumes the value C at x = a, y = ß is uniquely deter-

mined, and is given by the formula :

1     f*h i*'1

u(Ç, v)= — 27r I    I    G(x,y,%,n,a, ß)f(x, y)dxdy + C,

where G is a known function, expressible in terms of Sigma functions.

Sheffield Scientific School of Yale University.


